ONE NATION, ONE CONSTITUTION

- All 890 Central Laws Applicable to J&K
- 164 State Laws Repealed
- 138 State Laws Modified & Applied

All unjust, discriminatory laws removed
ENSURING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS FOR ALL SECTIONS OF SOCIETY

Rights to Weaker Sections

- The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forests Rights) Act, 2007
- The Scheduled Caste and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1954
- The National Commission for Safai Karamcharis Act, 1993
- Prevention of atrocities against SCs and STs now to be ensured via the application of relevant acts
ENSURING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS FOR ALL SECTIONS OF SOCIETY
Rights to Children & Senior Citizens

The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009
The Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act, 2007
Constitutional Amendment regarding right of children to free and compulsory education now applicable
The Family Courts Act, 1984
ENSURING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS FOR ALL SECTIONS OF SOCIETY
Laws for Good Governance

The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, **Rehabilitation and Resettlement** Act, 2013

The Whistle Blowers Protection Act, 2014

The Administrative Tribunal Act, 1985

Central Administrative Tribunal now protects rights of employees

Central Vigilance Commission and Central Information Commission for better oversight over Government
ENSURING JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS FOR ALL SECTIONS OF SOCIETY
Laws for Grassroots Democracy

73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments now applicable fully

Panchayats and Urban local bodies to be empowered
JOBS & REPRESENTATION FOR WEAKER SECTIONS

Reservation Rules Amended To Include

- 4% Pahari Speaking People
- 10% Economically Weaker Sections
JOBS & REPRESENTATION FOR WEAKER SECTIONS

- Backward Classes Reservation benefit - Income ceiling raised from ₹ 4.5 lakhs to ₹ 8 lakhs
- Residents of International Border and LoC get 4% reservation benefit-up from 3% earlier
- OBC Reservation Benefits increased from 2% to 4%
- Reservation in assembly seats for STs as per Constitution
- Commission under retired HC Judge setup for recasting OBC and other reservation
EQUITY & JUSTICE FOR ALL

Jobs for local youth protected

Categories discriminated for decades also eligible now

Special and enabling provision for Kashmiri Migrants outside J&K
DOMICILE CERTIFICATE: BASIC ELIGIBILITY FOR RECRUITMENT

All erstwhile Permanent Residents automatically eligible

People who have resided for 15 years in J&K or studied for 7 years and passed class X-XII from institutions in J&K also eligible
DISCRIMINATED CATEGORIES WILL NOW GET JUSTICE

- West Pakistan Refugees
- Gorkhas
- Safaikaramcharis
- Valmikis
- Displaced Persons
- Children of Women Married Outside J&K
DOMICILE RULES NOTIFIED

1. Online Portal
2. Simple and Fast
3. Timeline of Fifteen Days
4. Provision of Appellate Authority
5. Penalty to Officers for Delay
Largest ever recruitment drive begins in J&K

Over 10,000 posts at all levels to be filled in 1st Phase

Over 25,000 more jobs in the pipeline

Over 35,000 school teachers regularised
QUICK AND TRANSPARENT RECRUITMENT PROCESS

SPECIAL RECRUITMENT Rules FOR CLASS IV AND CLASS III

PROBATION PERIOD FOR EXISTING EMPLOYEES REDUCED FROM 5 TO 2 YEARS

SPECIAL WEIGHTAGE FOR

- Widows, divorced/ judicially separated women and orphan girls
- Candidates whose family are not in government services
- Domiciles of home district/division
- Daily Wagers/Casual Workers with 5 years age relaxation